It is with great pleasure that I give you an insight into our company. My father Gerry Callaghan started in the joinery business back in the early 1970s. His journey in this business led him to form a specialist sash window company in the early 90s. This company has evolved over the years to where it is today, a bespoke specialist in sash windows. The knowledge of many generations of experience is well utilised on a daily basis.

I am a firm believer that it is people who make companies great. At Timeless we are extremely fortunate to have highly skilled dedicated people who are primarily focused on delivering the best possible solution to you. We always aim to deliver this solution in the least intrusive and most efficient manner possible. Our staff believe in always achieving excellence and strive to be their best. Our installation team always treat every home and homeowner with the utmost respect and we feel this is the least you deserve.

The best possible solution is not always the most obvious one. We understand for most people the decision to change or upgrade their windows is both a huge financial and personal decision.

Our production, administration and installation teams work closely together with one focus in mind and that is you, the customer. Customer satisfaction and delivery of the best possible solution are the goals that are foremost on the minds of all at Timeless.

It is hugely important to me that we continue to grow our company and further enhance our reputation throughout this country and beyond. The values and characteristics I have touched on have stood us in good stead through difficult economic times. With the help of all our teams I hope to copperfasten these as we move forward, there is a responsibility on myself to not only maintain standards but improve them as has been done over the last 40 years.

Finally, thank you for considering Timeless to assist in making your home more attractive and more comfortable to live in. I can assure you that the experience of dealing with us here at Timeless will be friendly and personable as well as professional.

With a guarantee from all our staff, we promise to provide you with the best solution in the most efficient manner where you the customer are central in all our actions.

We look forward to working with you.

BARRY CALLAGHAN
CEO
SASH WINDOWS

TRADITIONAL PULLEY & WEIGHTS

Traditionally hung with pulleys, cords and weights, this window consists of two vertically sliding sashes counterbalanced with metal weights.

Great care has been taken in the design of our windows and selection of materials to ensure year round smooth operation.

SPIRAL BALANCE SLIDING SASH WINDOWS

Similar to our traditional pulleys and weights sash window, the spiral balance sash window is operated by pre-tensioned springs recessed into the pulley frame. Spiral balance is generally used when the window opening does not allow for weights.
CASEMENT WINDOWS

TRADITIONAL STYLES

French / Flush or Stormproof are available. These can operate on butt or friction hinge with the use of traditional ironmongery to offer a quality finish.
DOORS

Our timber doors are as stunning to look at as our windows. With each door made to your exact requirements, we can offer a near limitless combination of panels, glazing bar and moulding profiles, top-lights, ironmongery and paint finishes. There are many different styles of ironmongery that can be used. All our bespoke doors are compliant with the current building regulations.

French Doors
REFURBISHMENT

Here at Timeless Sash Windows we take great pride in the restoration and refurbishment of our historic buildings, home windows and doors, allowing you to enjoy your timber product whilst not compromising on the efficiency within your home.

We are specialists in restoration and refurbishment and best conservation practise. Using traditional methods, we subtly introduce some modern techniques to improve performance such as our Timeless draught proofing system installed in discrete locations. In some cases the introduction of slimline double glazing may be allowed. Here at Timeless we have developed a unique system that allows very fine historic glazing bars to take a slimline double glazed unit. We can double glaze a glazing bar as slim as 16mm in width.

Did you know timber can last for centuries with periodic maintenance therefore allowing you to "do your bit" for the environment.

Here is a list of some of the products we restore and revive back to their former glory.

- Sash Windows
- Casement Windows
- Doors and Fan Lights
- Shutters, Architrave, and Surrounds
- Ironmongery

Some of the many restoration projects we have worked on to date include The National Gallery, Ashford Castle, Clancy Quay, Cathal Brugha Barracks, Dublin Castle and GPO.
Shutter boxes are the ultimate finish for your new window. As a traditional joinery manufacturer specialising in windows, we have all of the skills in-house to produce beautiful internal timber shutters.

Historically these were installed to keep out cold, dirt and light and provide a decorative internal panel to expand upon the aesthetics of traditional timber windows as well as to protect the security of the home.

Our period shutters also provide excellent security and privacy in any home. We can hand carve patterns to match profiles to make your shutters truly unique. We also provide timber surrounds of various types which will enhance your windows.
SECONDARY GLAZING

Secondary glazing is useful where there are specific noise related issues or where the existing window cannot be altered. This may be the case for listed properties or where the detailing cannot be recreated.

Secondary glazing greatly improves the u-value and overall window performance where the use of double glazing is not permitted.

We can create a hinged or sliding internal window made from timber (in a variety of formats) to sit sympathetically behind the original window and improve performance.

Often undertaken with our draught sealing or restoration services for the original windows, the space between the two windows (and materials used) will offer significant noise reduction and improved thermal performance without the presence of inappropriate modern materials in the room.
A - rating
Giving the ultimate performance in window technology, we have custom made A-rated window options.

U - value
Our windows have certified U-values that range from 1.4–1.6. The U-value of the glass we use can be as low as 1.1.

Air Leakage
Our windows have been tested independently in the UK by Wintech and achieve the highest possible standards in the reduction of air leakage: Class 4.

Acoustic Performance
Sound can be reduced dramatically by introducing the Timeless draught seal system accompanied by specialist noise reduction glass.

Slim Glazing System
Patent pending world class Slim Glaze developed by Timeless Sash Windows, allowing you to keep the features of your period windows whilst making the window much more efficient.

We can introduce Slimline units into a 17mm glazing bar new or retro-fitted. This can improve thermal efficiency by up to 77%.
Your windows and doors will be tailor made to your specifications. We offer a wide range of choices in:

**Timber**
Sustainably sourced hardwoods and softwoods.

**Glass**
Single or double glazing, acoustic glass, solar factor coatings.

**Ironmongery**
Huge range of fittings from top quality manufacturers in the UK.

**Paint**
We can colour match all leading paint suppliers with our specialist joinery finishes giving you a guaranteed coating that is professionally applied.
We have invested our time to researching and developing beautiful windows, shutters and doors where old meets new. We use the best quality materials together with the best people in the industry to deliver an unrivalled service and guarantee.

You will benefit from the beauty of original designs matched with the highest standards of modern insulation, security and sound proofing....Handcrafted.
Every project is different and we specialise in tailor made solutions.

The Timeless team offer you a full solution from initial survey to after sales service.

We deliver a product that we – and you – can be proud of.
PROJECTS WE HAVE WORKED ON